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Delivery systems: geographical range

B2 bomber B52 Bomber Minuteman 
ICBM

Trident 
SLBM

MQ-1
Predator

MQ-9 
Predator

12,000 km 18,500 km 13,000 km 11,000 km 740 km 1,850 km

Munitions

CEP 
circular error 

probable
120-200 m ‘5 m or less’

(Hellfire II AGM)

blast radius 3.5 km
(‘Little Boy’) 15-20 m

Effects

large-scale loss of life                                            contained in time and space
long-term environmental toxicity                                    (‘warheads on foreheads’)



‘“I would have preferred targeted 
killings to Hiroshima,” [Harold Koh, 
Legal Adviser to the State Department] 

would often say when debating his friends in 
the human rights community.’ 

Daniel Klaidman, Kill or capture:  the War on Terror and 
the soul of the Obama Presidency 



‘We are in the same position now, with drones, that we 
were with nuclear weapons in 1945.  For the moment we 

are the ones with this technology that is going to change the 
morality, psychology and strategic thinking of warfare for years to 

come.  But it’s inevitable that other countries – including 
countries that are hardly American allies – will follow.  

Then what?’

David Remnick, editor of The New Yorker 
(in David Carr, ‘Debating Drones, in the Open’, New York Times, 10 February 2013)











1: Distance, dispersal 
and the global battle space



‘[T]he development of nuclear weapons has, to a 
considerable degree, helped blur the notion 
of the battlefield…. This shift was evident at 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, where the attacks 
concretely and metaphorically 
annihilated the battlefield by sending 
the message that no place was safe 
from war, and that the new weapons 
could, in one great big flash, abolish 
any distinction between combatants 
and non-combatants. Nuclear weapons are 
in that respect not just quantitatively but 
qualitatively different from all other weapons 
because their use is, by definition, premised on 
the total breakdown of the battlefield.’

Frédéric Megret, ‘War and 
the vanishing battlefield’ 

The vanishing battlefield



‘a war with no 
clear boundaries, 

no clear 
battlefields … a 

war waged in such 
secrecy that both 

records and 
physical locations 
are often utterly 

obscured…’ 





SM-65 Atlas 
missile sites

LGM-30 Minuteman  
missile sites





2: Atomic safety: 
securing American lives
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‘Little Boy’ and Hiroshima
6 August 1945
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The 155 degree turn

Enola Gay co-pilot [Robert 
Lewis]'s sketch after briefing 

by weaponeer William 
Parsons, 4 August 194
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Life, 20 August 1945
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USAF Pilotless Aircraft Branch 
B-17 experiments

‘director aircraft’
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Ground Control Station
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A B-17 drone in 1946 on a 
fourteen-hour flight from 
Hawaii to California under 
radio control from its mother 
ship.  It was being evaluated 
for use in sampling atomic 
clouds during nuclear tests.
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National Cancer Institute Between 1946 and 1958, the United States tested 66 nuclear weapons on or 
near Bikini and Enewetak atolls, which had previously been evacuated. Populations living elsewhere in the 
Marshall Islands archipelago were exposed to measurable levels of radioactive fallout from 20 of these tests.
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Drones in the Marshall Islands I
Operation Crossroads, July 1946
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Yellow-tail B-17G drones and silver drone directors lined up on Eniwetok for the Able and Baker 
atomic tests in 1946. 
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A B-17 drone, 
controlled by 

transmitters on the 
ground, lands at 
Eniwetok during 

Operation 
Crossroads. 

(Manhattan Project 
Heritage Preservation 

Association)
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‘A number of Army Air Forces officials believe 
that the drone-plane program undertaken for 
Crossroads advanced the science of drone-plane 
operations by a year or more. To be sure, a few 
war-weary B-17’s had been flown without crews 
during the latter part of the recent war 
[Operation Aphrodite], but they and their cargoes 
of explosives were deliberately crash-landed. Also, 
a few B-17’s had been landed by remote control; 
but pilots were aboard, ready to take over control 
in case of trouble. Operation Crossroads 
was the first operation in which take-
off, flight, and landing were 
accomplished with no one aboard.  The 
feat was an impressive one; many experts had 
thought it could never be accomplished with 
planes of this size.’



US Navy Grumman F6F-5K Hellcat drones, with their tails painted different colors to indicate 
different radio guidance frequencies, await the call on Roi Island during Operation Crossroads.

(Library of Congress)
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On the deck of the carrier 
Shangri-La pilot W. G. Maurer 
controls a Navy F6F Hellcat 
drone plane before takeoff. 
(Manhattan Project Heritage 
Preservation Association)
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‘Drone planes penetrated where no man could have ventured, flew through 
the mushroom cloud on photographic missions, sampled its poisonous 

content, televised to remote onlookers their instrument panel readings for 
flight analysis.’
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‘It appeared that the Air Force would need some method 
to deliver a 10,000-pound package over a distance of 
4,000 nautical miles with an accuracy of at least two miles 
from the center of the target. It was expected the package 
would produce a lethal area so great that, were it released 
in a normal manner, the carrier would not survive the 
explosion effects.  Although not mentioned by name, the 
“package” was a thermonuclear device – the hydrogen or 
H-bomb…’

Delmer Trester, ‘Thermonuclear weapon delivery by unmanned 
B-47: Project Brass Ring’ 

Project Brass Ring (1949-1951)
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‘The ultimate objective was to fashion a B-47 carrier with completely automatic operation 
from take-off to bomb drop... The immediate plan included the director B-47A aircraft as a 
vital part of the mission. Under direction from the mother aircraft, the missile would take 
off, climb to altitude and establish cruise speed conditions. While still in friendly territory, 
the crew aboard the director checked out the missile and committed its instruments to 
automatically accomplish the remainder of the mission. This was all that was required of 

the director. The missile, once committed, had no provision for returning to its base... either 
the B-47 became a true missile and dived toward the target ... or a mechanism triggered 

the bomb free, as in a normal bombing run.’ 
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‘The automatic take-off, climb and cruise sequence was initiated remotely from 
a ground control station. The aircraft azimuth, during take-off, was controlled by 
an auxiliary control station at the end of the runway. Subsequent maneuvers, 

descent and landing (including remote release of a drag parachute and 
application of brakes) were accomplished from the ground control station. The 
test was generally satisfactory; however, there were several aspects – certain 

level flight conditions, turn characteristics and the suitability of the aircraft as a 
“bombing platform” – which required further investigation.’ 

First test flight



Project Brass Ring was abandoned on 13 March 1951 when the Air 
Force determined that a manned aircraft could execute the delivery safely 

(at least for those on board)
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Drones in the Marshall Islands II
Operation Sandstone, April-May 1948
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US Air Force, 1953

Drones at Indian Springs
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‘The QF-80 drones, a pilotless version of the standard Lockheed F-80 jet 
fighter, will collect data of vital interest to the United States Air 

Force regarding radiological hazard in an atomic cloud.
A robot system of the Sperry Gyroscope Company completely controls via 
remote means the QF-80. The system enables "NULLO" flight (no live 

operator aboard) by the QF-80 under direction by radio and radar 
from the beep-box control signals from two ground stations worked by 
specially trained "beep pilots," or from a nearby jet "director" aircraft.’

Q-80 drone

T-33 director aircraft
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Desert Rock  
Nevada Proving Grounds

1951-1957
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Sixth Army troops from Camp Desert 
Rock attack towards an atomic blast 
during a maneuver held by the Army at 
the AEC's Nevada Proving Grounds in 
conjunction with the Atomic Energy 
Commission's Tumbler-Snapper George 
nuclear test on 1 June 1952. The troops 
in foxholes 7,000 yards from the blast, 
charged forward in battle formation as 
soon as the shock wave swept over 
their position -- about 20 seconds and 
advanced several thousand yards 
towards ground zero.
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American lives: Strategic Air Command (1955)
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3: The atomic sublime: 
vulnerable bodies



The first Predator unmanned aerial vehicle is flown at General Atomic's flight test facility at El Mirage, CA

August 1994



“The technology allows us to project power without vulnerability,” 
said a senior Defense official.  “You don’t have to deploy as many people.  And in the 
modern age you want as little stuff forward as long as you can achieve the effects as 
if you had lots of people forward.”

        Julian Barnes, ‘Military refines a 'constant stare against our enemy’, 
Los Angeles Times, 2 November 2009





Brigadier Gen. Fields: Now, briefly, just to put perspective on the effects 
of the weapons that we have had and do have, the growth in the yield, the 
maximum yield obtainable. Here are three charts that show the effects of 
different weapons. The Hiroshima or Nagasaky (sic), approximate yield of 
this weapon. One of our very prominent members of our present 
stockpile of fission weapons, the 83,000-ton TNT equivalent.   And we 
have just selected 5 million tons as a possibility in the thermonuclear field.  
You can see the differences in the areas covered.
Rep. Cole: Is that a map of Washington?
Gen. Fields: Yes. The zero point is over the White House.
Rep. Van Zandt: Not the Capitol?
Gen. Fields: Not the Capitol.
Rep. Van Zandt:  Well, all right. (Laughter.)

Briefing from the Atomic Energy Commission to the Joint Committee on 
Atomic Energy in February 1953 about Operation Ivy [the detonation of the 
first hydrogen bomb prototype]. 



Target Washington (1953)







‘Here stands a new, bizarre, and 
yet pervasive species of 
Lacanian mirroring. Having gone 
through the bomb-planning and 
bomb-evaluating process so 
many times for enemy maps of 
Schweinfurt, Leuna, Berlin, 
Hamburg, Hiroshima, Tokyo, and 
Nagasaki, now the familiar maps 
of Gary, Pittsburgh, New York 
City, Chicago, and Wichita began 
to look like them.’

‘War Against the Center’, 
Grey Room, 4 (2001) 5-33



‘It superficially looks like empathy, 
but it’s really likely just fear.’

Alex Wellerstein, ‘Bullseye on Washington (1953)



‘Physically untouched by the 
war, the United States 
at the moment of 
victory perceived itself 
as naked and 
vulnerable. Sole 
possessors and users of a 
devastating instrument of 
mass destruction, 
Americans envisioned 
themselves not as a 
potential threat to 
other peoples, but as 
potential victims.’ 



Life, 19 November 1945









Houston 1955

Chicago 1950



1961



As it happened, American cities did become 
targets – for the US Air Force. Under 
General Curtis Le May the goal was 

‘to build a Strategic Air Command that could 
strike the Soviet Union with planes based in the 
United States and deliver every nuclear 
weapon at once. SAC bomber crews constantly 
trained and prepared for that all-out assault.  
They staged mock attacks on every city 
in the United States with a population 
larger than twenty-five thousand, 
practicing to drop atomic bombs on 
urban targets in the middle of the night. 
San Francisco was bombed more than 
six hundred times within a month.’ 



‘These mannikins could have 
been real people; in fact, 

they could have been you.’ 



‘The nuclear 
sublime’: the God’s 
eye view

‘The weapon’s devastating power 
had to be seen to be believed.’

Kyo Maclear, Beclouded visions: 
Hiroshima-Nagasaki and the art of 

witness

A visual field in which bodies 
are conspicuously absent

‘By celebrating the sublime, 
visual qualities of the 

mushroom clouds, the 
glossy images … could be 

seen as innocuous…’
Scott Kirsch, ‘Watching the 

bombs go off ’





‘… the size of the hole that a missile 
makes in a roof is smaller than that 
of a single pixel in the resolution to 
which publicly available satellite 
images are degraded….

… the human figure is the thing to 
which drone vision is calibrated, 
obviously because it is designed to 
deliver munitions to people and kill 
them. However, while the human 
figure is the convergent point of 
drone vision, it is what satellite 
images are designed to mask.’

Eyal Weizman, ‘Violence at the 
threshold of detectability’ 

Bodies and pixels



 Omar Fast, 5,000 Feet Is Best (2011)



Tomas van Houtryve, Blue Sky Days (2014)



4: Kill chains



‘The bureaucratization of homicide’
Henry T. Nash,
former analyst, Air Targets Division, US Department of Defense
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 36 (4) (1980)

Bombing Encyclopaedia of the World



‘The nuclear football’



‘Only the President of the United 
States can authorize the 
employment of US nuclear 
weapons… The President may direct 
the use of nuclear weapons through an 
execute order via the Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff to the combatant 
commanders and, ultimately, to the 
forces in the field exercising direct 
control of the weapons.’

US Air Force, Nuclear Command, Control 
and Communications (May 2015)

Nuclear Command and Control



via The Intercept



‘Most security lists … operate by way of a “diffusion of evaluative labour” where the 
predictive work of actors from a plethora of different executive agencies and institutions 
… is continually intersected with various algorithmic assessments to produce contingent 
knowledge about threats through processes of “cumulative judgement”.  Listing in this 
sense is much more than an exercise of executive power… 

‘[Lists] work to constitute law and establish new modes of legal 
transmission…

‘Once listing problems are made technical, they elevate relevant security expertise 
around questions of practical implementation, effective calibration and practical 
interoperability.  Technicality does not so much dissolve political questions 
(for example, how suspects are targeted pre-emptively through exceptional listing 
mechanisms), however, it buries such questions within registers of 
expertise.’

Marieke de Goede and Gavin Sullivan  
‘The politics of security lists’, Society & Space (2015) 

Listing agencies





General Atomics GNAT-750 12-24 hours endurance at 5-25,000 feet
Maximum speed 120 m.p.h.

Still imagery and text interpretation 
replaced by

Real-time motion video in colour 
(day) and infrared (night)

C-band Line of Sight data link limited 
range to 150 miles

replaced by
Ku-band satellite link which extended 

the operating range

PowerScene identification of target 
imagery

replaced by
Satellite-linked GPS which increased 

speed and accuracy of targetingBosnia 
1994-95



CAOC in Vicenza, Italy sent 50-300 image targets (‘collection points’) to Mission Planning Cell in 
Taszar, Hungary.

72-48 hours later the video feeds from the Predator were sent via coaxial cable to the MPC where 
they were digitised and encrypted for onward transmission over a secure network to commanders in the 
field and to a group of 10-12 imagery analysts in the United States.  

The analysts posted video clips and annotated stills on a classified web page, but the quality of the video 
feeds with which they had to work was significantly less than the raw feeds available in theatre, and the 
slow response time was another serious limitation on the value of their work.



Ground Control Station and 
Mission Planning Cell, 
Hungary, 1996

The network was extremely limited: imagery was 
widely circulated, but it was assumed that these platforms 
had to be controlled (not simply based) close to 
the combat theatre.  

For the ‘no-fly zone’ established over southern Iraq 
reconnaissance flights were flown by Predators from Ali Al 
Salem Air Base in Kuwait, and for the initial campaign in 
Afghanistan in 2001 from Jacobad in Pakistan.

It was the CIA not 
the USAF that 
initiated ‘remote 
split’ operations in 
2001 with flights 
controlled from the 
continental United States, 
which provided assured 
access to secure 
networks, 
communications and 
databases.



79
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In order to secure satellite access over 
Afghanistan, Predator flights to find bin 
Laden had been flown from a ground control 
station at Ramstein Air Base in 
Germany. But using a Predator to kill bin 
Laden was less straightforward. After 
protracted debate, US Government lawyers 
agreed that a Predator armed with a 
missile would not violate the 1987 
Intermediate-Range Nuclear 
Forces Treaty, which eliminated nuclear 
and conventional missiles with intermediate 
ranges but which defined missiles as 
‘unmanned, self-propelled weapon-delivery 
vehicles’; the lawyers determined that the 
Predator was merely a platform and, unlike a 
cruise missile, had no warhead so that it 
remained outside the Treaty. But they also 
insisted that the Status of Forces Agreement 
with Germany would require Berlin’s 
consent for the activation of an 
armed Predator. 



The need to bring Berlin onside (and so potentially compromise the secrecy of the 
project) was one of the main reasons why the ground control station was 
relocated to the continental United States, connected to the satellite link at 
Ramstein through a fibre-optic cable under the Atlantic.







5: Little boys and blue skies



‘The world will note that the first atomic bomb was dropped on 
Hiroshima, a military base.  That was because we wished in 
this first attack to avoid, insofar as possible, the 

killing of civilians.’



‘There hasn’t been a single collateral death 
because of the exceptional proficiency, precision of 

the capabilities we’ve been able to develop…’

John Brennan, June 2011



‘Like nuclear weapons, 
drones turn the 
prospect of death from 
above into a condition 
of everyday life.’

Paul K. Saint-Amour, ‘Waiting for 
the bomb to drop’ 

New York Times, 3 August 2015



Daddy squats down, and digs with his hands 
Suddenly, his voice weak with exhaustion, he points 
I throw the hoe aside  
And dig at the spot with my hands  
The tiles have grown warm in the sun  
And we dig 
With a grim and quiet intent 
Oh...  
Mommy’s bone  
Oh...  
When I squeezed it 
White powder danced in the wind Mommy’s bone  
When I put it in my mouth  
Tasted lonely  
The unbearable sorrow  
Began to rise in my father and I  
Left alone  
Screaming, ︎and picking up bones 
And putting them into the candy box 
Where they made a rustle 
My little brother was right beside my mommy  
Little more than a skeleton  
His insides, not burnt out completely  
Lay exposed... 

Sky of Hiroshima 
‘Yukiko Hayashi’/Sachiko Kawamura 



“WILL I BE NEXT?” 
US DRONE STRIKES IN PAKISTAN

‘Mamana’ Bibi
24 October 2012



‘I no longer love blue skies. In fact, I now prefer grey 
skies. The drones do not fly when the skies are grey.’

Zubair Rehman



Cai Guo-Qiang, Shadow: Pray for Protection (2008)



Rachele Riley 
(Sun print from mannequins used in the Annie Test, Nevada, 17 March 1953) 

Trevor Paglen 
Untitled (Predator, Indian Springs, Nevada)


